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OUR HISTORY / OUR BEGINNINGS
KALON MANTENIMIENTO INDUSTRIAL, operates in Spain since its creation in 1982, focused on the maintenance, 
conservation, and cleaning of the industry.
It has been linked to leading multinational companies in the chemical industry: TOTAL (France) and PPG (USA), evolving 
to become a benchmark in the sector, and since 2015 it is 100% Spanish capital.
Kalon has a network of technical sales representatives who provide their services in mainland Spain and the Canary 
Islands, satisfying the needs of the industry with innovative and quality products.

R&D+i
The company's R&D activity is the driving force behind it and focuses on the development of innovative products, 
prioritising efficiency in the consumption of resources and the reduction of impacts on the environment throughout the 
entire life cycle of the product.
Our Research Centre is composed of:
 -Research and Development Laboratory.
 -Technical Support Laboratory.
 -Quality Control Laboratory.
 -Water Physical-Chemical Analysis Laboratory.
These facilities are supervised by a specialised technical team, which translates into offering chemical technology solu-
tions for the industry, adapted to an increasingly demanding environment.

KALON TODAY
Today we have a wide range of more than 700 products developed by our R&D department, aimed to industrial 
facilities, equipment, and machinery maintenance.

-We have implemented the ISO 9001:2015 Quality System and the ISO 14001:2015 Environmental Management    
System, leading us to maintain high self-imposed standards and continuous improvement. 

-Kalon has an Industrial Health Register, a Pesticide Register, and Cosmetic Certifications for hand soaps.

-Within the food industry, we have the NSF, for a growing catalogue of products, which guarantee the protection 
of food, water, consumer products, and the environment.

-All these certifications achieved thanks to a highly professional team lead to receiving the Innovative SME seal.
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ESKU
Industrial hand gel with a high active matter content and natural scrub.

 Highly effective liquid gel that cleanses, cares for, and protects the skin. 
 Keeps hands soft and free of irritations.
 Contains coconut and lanolin oils that moisturise and soften the skin.
 Free of caustic materials, dyes, and petroleum-derived solvents.
 Contains natural scrubs to facilitate the complete removal of the embedded dirt.
 Removes ink stains from the skin.
 Pleasant citrus scent.

 Mechanical workshops, graphic 
         arts, glass, metal treatment,
         plastic injection.

THOR
Exfoliating hand cleaning gel with natural solvent and vegetable scrub.

 High cleaning power on very embedded grime.
 Free of caustics, petroleum-derived solvents, and dyes. 
 Contains lanolin and coconut oil, which provide softness and hydration to skin.
 Contains fine-grain vegetable exfoliant.
 Pleasant citrus scent.

 General industry, mechanical workshops, 
         methacrylate, MSW, wood.

10 and 25 litre containers.
Boxes of 4 containers with 4 litres each. 
Boxes of 12 containers with 500 ml each.

Boxes of 4 containers with 4 litres each.

INDUSTRIAL SOAPSINDUSTRIAL SOAPS
HIGH PERFORMANCES
HAND NATURAL SCRUBS

MANS
Industrial hand gel with synthetic scrub.

 Easily removes grease and embedded dirt.
 Free of caustic materials, dyes, and petroleum-derived solvents.
 Contains natural scrubs to facilitate the

   complete removal of embedded dirt.
 Contains natural soap, plant components, and lanolin that act as skin

   protectors, moisturising and softening it.
 Pleasant citrus scent.

 General industry, mechanical workshops, 
          steel mills, construction, agriculture.

10 and 25 litre containers.
Boxes of 4 containers with 4 litres each.

TERMINATOR
 Exfoliating hand cleaning gel with a high active matter content with vegetable scrub.

 Great cleaning power on firmly adhered grime, grease, soot, etc.
 Free of caustic materials, dyes, and petroleum-derived solvents.
 Contains lanolin, coconut oil, and glycerine, which provide softness and hydration to skin.
 Contains a high concentration of coarse-grained vegetable exfoliant to easily scrub the most 

   embedded dirt.
 Removes ink stains from the skin.
 Pleasant citrus scent.

 Mechanical workshops, graphic arts, 
         naval, hydraulics, railway.

10 litre containers.
Boxes of 4 containers with 4 litres each.

BIODEGRADABLE
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GERMATEK
Degreasing hand soap.

 Sanitises, cleanses, and protects the skin.
 Non-scented, dye-free.
 Contains Bronopol, which provides the sanitising action.

 Food industry.

SPAN
Industrial hand soap in gel form with a high active matter content.

 Highly effective cleanser and degreaser.
 Does not contain abrasive compounds, petroleum-derived solvents, or caustic materials.
 Contains natural soap, plant components, and lanolin that act as skin protectors, moisturising   

   and softening it.
 Removes ink stains from the skin. 
 Pleasant citrus scent.

  General industry, mechanical workshops, 
          metal treatment, printing, railway.

KOR
Multipurpose industrial liquid hand soap.

 High cleaning power. Aimed at washing and caring for hands.
 Contains natural soap, plant components, and lanolin that act as skin protectors,

   moisturising and softening it. 
 Pleasant lemon scent.
 Does not contain abrasive compounds.

        Institutional: schools, hospitals, restaurants, 
         coffee shop, food industry, machining, 
         rubber industry, steel mills.

OPAL
Hand and shower gel.

 Cleanses, softens, and protects the skin.
 Contains coconut and lanolin oils that provide softness and hydration to skin. 
 Has a pleasant scent.

         Institutional: schools, hospitals, restaurants, 
          coffee shop, food industry.

10 and 25 litre containers.
Boxes of 4 containers with 4 litres each.

10 and 25 litre containers.
Boxes of 4 containers with 4 litres each.

5 litre containers.
2x5 boxes with dispenser.

 INDUSTRIAL SOAPS INDUSTRIAL SOAPS
 INDUSTRIAL SOAPS
 hand cleaners

10 and 25 litre containers.
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HAND WIPES
Wet hand cleaning wipes.

 No-rinse wet wipes.
 Degreasing and sanitising action.
 Removes all types of grime, including ink stains on the skin.
 Fabric with scrubbing effect to facilitate the removal of grime.
 No rinsing required, ideal for situations where there is no water nearby.
 Keeps hands soft and free of irritations, as it contains lanolin.
 Multipurpose: also suitable for working instruments and tools.

 Graphic arts and mechanical workshops: 
         fixed and mobile.

PRE SPAN
Barrier cream for hand care.

 White and pleasantly scented emulsion.
 Protects and cares for the skin, and avoids skin conditions.
 Easy absorption. Acts as an "invisible glove".
 Reduces harshness, increases hydration, and provides the necessary components for the 

protection and preservation of skin, such as urea, glycerine and lanolin.
 Protects the skin of the operator against the attack of products such as emulsions, cutting oils, 

industrial oils...

 Industry in general.

ALL our industrial hand wash soaps are manufactured under the COSMETIC standard according to Regulation (EC) 1223/2009 of the 
European Parliament on cosmetic products. This regulation stipulates that, among other requirements, different tests must be carried 
out, including skin compatibility. ALL our soaps have been declared as NO irritants in DERMATOLOGICAL TESTS. All have GOOD SKIN 
COMPATIBILITY and have been TESTED UNDER DERMATOLOGICAL CONTROL. They have not been tested on animals. Do not contain 
parabens. Does not contain prohibited substances listed in Annexes II and III to that Regulation.
Cosmetic products are subject to the obligations laid down in Regulation EC 1223/2009 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 
30 November 2009 on cosmetic products. Products are NOT subject to Regulation (EC) No 1272/2008 (CLP) of the European Parliament 
and of the Council of 16 December 2008 on classification, labelling, and packaging of substances and mixtures, amending and repealing 
Directives 67/548/EEC and 1999/45/EC, and amending Regulation (EC) No 1907/2006 (REACH).

Boxes of 12 containers with 500 ml each.

ANCILLARY PRODUCTSANCILLARY PRODUCTS

Boxes with 4 containers of 100 wipes each (27 x 25 cms)
Boxes with 6 containers of 40 wipes each (19 x 16 cms)
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KOL
Hand sanitizing gel.

 Gives a pleasant feeling of freshness, and it is quickly absorbed.
 Formulated with aloe vera and glycerine which provide natural hydration to care and keep your 

hands in perfect condition.
 Slightly blue in order to avoid confusion and accidental ingestions.

 Industry in general. Boxes of 12 containers with 1 litre each.
Boxes of 4 containers with 5 litres each.



 SOAP 
DISPENSER 1 L

 ESKU AND MANS 
DISPENSER 2.5 L

 SPAN AND KOR 
 DISPENSER 2 L

 CAN SUPPORT 4L  

 ESKU AND MANS DOSING 
SYSTEM

602110

 THOR AND TERMINATOR 
DOSING SYSTEM

602113 

DOSING PUMPSDOSING PUMPS

DOSING SYSTEMSDOSING SYSTEMS

 CAN SUPPORT 5L

600403 600402 600405 600488 600447

DESCRIPTION REF. DESCRIPTION OPAL KOR SPAN MANS ESKU THOR TERMINATOR

Pump (Gel) 600467 4 Litres X X X X
Premium Pump 

(Gel) 600101 4 Litres X X X X
Pump (Gel) 600475 10 Litres X X X

Pump 

(scrub) 600449 4 Litres X X X
Pump 

(Gel / scrub) 600483 10 Litres
Pump 

(Gel / scrub) 600400 25 Litres

HAND CLEANING GEL HAND SCRUB GEL / PASTE

     X  NOT RECOMMENDED               ACCEPTABLE                RECOMMENDED            FORMAT NOT AVAILABLE

 DOSING SYSTEM VALVE

602111
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                         SECTOR Dirtiness PH Scent Scrub Dye

OPAL
                 

6,5 X X
KOR

        8,5 X
SPAN

               
8,5 X X

MANS
                

8,5
SYNTHETIC

ESKU             8,5
SYNTHETIC

X
TERMINATOR           8,5

VEGETAL

X
THOR

               
8

VEGETAL

X
GERMATEK

           5,5 X X X
HAND WIPES

                    
5,5 X

HAND HYGIENE

SOAP SELECTIONSOAP SELECTION
  

Soap your hands on the inside. Soap your hands on the 
outside.

Soap you wrists.

1 2 3

 INDUSTRY            GRAPHIC ARTS             PUBLIC PLACES           FOODSTUFFS   

MAINTENANCE               AUTOMOTIVE                HOSPITALITY   

5

Soap the surface between the 
fingers.

Rinse hands thoroughly with 
running water.

4 5
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DISPENSERS 
AND

 EQUIPMENT

ANCILLARY
PRODUCTS

WATER TREATMENT

ANCILLARY PRODUCTS

INDUSTRIAL PAINTS

METALWORKING

LUBRICATION

SOAPS

GLASS TREATMENT

AEROSOLS

CONSTRUCTION

DISPENSERS AND EQUIPMENT

DETERGENCY

FOODSTUFFS

Kalon Mantenimiento Industrial S.A
Avda. de la Industria, 4

28823 - Coslada (Madrid)
Ph: +34 916 69 60 06

www.kalonquimica.com RV.02/20

KALON
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